Fall Quarter Advising Hours
(for Oct. 15 – 19)

Monday: 12:30 – 2:30 (Edward Muir – Harris 244)

Tuesday: 3:20 – 4:45 (Peter Carroll – Harris 216)

Wednesday: 1:30 – 3:30 (Jonathon Glassman – Harris 316)

Thursday: 2:30 – 4:00 (Carl Petry – Harris 329)

Friday: 11:00 – 1:00 (Ji-Yeon Yuh – Harris 306)

History Writing Center Fall Quarter 2018 hours
Lu Hao: Thursday 8:30 – 11:00; 12:30 – 4:00 (Harris 219)
Email: historywriting@northwestern.edu or Lu Hao at LuHao2014@u.northwestern.edu.